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OUTLOOK   

Short term outlook 
 

 With victory in Mosul announced across Iraqi media, there is an elevated likelihood of coordinated reprisal 

attacks into population centres across the north, west and centre of Iraq, though these will likely be 

constrained by resources and the security footprint, particularly in Baghdad. IS may also attempt to increase 

their attack tempo in eastern Anbar, with the cities of Ramadi and Fallujah likely to be key targets for high-

profile attacks. 

 

 Two SVBIED attacks in Basra province on May 19, and SVIED attacks in Karbala and Babel on June 9 exhibit 

IS retains intent and capability for attacks in the southern provinces. The region remains assessed as non-

permissive for IS to significantly escalate operations due to demographics, with the few Sunni militant 

sympathizers in the region remaining isolated.  

 

 The security footprint and other local factors in the central and southern regions, particularly in Baghdad, will 

severely constrain IS ability to mount sustained complex attacks of the type reported in the north and the west 

of the country. The threat from low-level IED and SAF attacks remains. There may be an increased level of 

ISF deliberate actions to disrupt and deter insurgent and criminal activity during the Mosul operation, 

especially in the northern areas of Baghdad province. 

Medium to long term outlook  
 

 In the absence of concerted engagement with the Sunni population in areas currently under IS control, it is 

possible that the post-IS security environment will be characterized by sectarian flash points between radical 

Sunni tribes and Shia militia groups especially in Nineveh province and western Kirkuk.  Limited reporting has 

already indicated displaced Sunni families being advised or directed to leave Kirkuk. It is almost certain that in 

areas retaken by ISF, an insurgency will be established by Sunni insurgents including remaining IS affiliates. 

 

 Low-level incidents related to criminality, personal disputes and tribal tensions are likely to continue in Basra 

and the southern provinces in general.  This is assessed to be facilitated by large segments of the security 

forces currently being involved in operations to retake IS-held areas of the country.  In the long-term, there will 

be tensions driven by the return of Shia militia factions, who will expect material and social rewards for the 

contribution in the national campaign against IS. 

 

 While the Mosul operation has refocused attention away from Abadi’s reform program, the risk of politically 

motivated demonstrations against corruption in front of government institutions remains extant. 
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 

NSTR 
 

THREAT MATRIX 
 

Region Political Terrorism Militancy Crime K&R 

KRG* Moderate Low Low Low Low 

North** Moderate High-Extreme High High High 

Baghdad Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Anbar Moderate High High High High 

South*** Moderate Low Moderate Moderate Moderate 

Threat Scale Minimal Low Moderate High Extreme 

      

* KRG – Dohuk, Erbil & Sulaymaniyah 
**   North – Nineveh, Salah ad-Din & Diyala 
*** South – Babil, Wasit, Karbala, Najaf, Qadisiyah, Dhi Qar, Muthanna, Maysan & Basra 

 

LATEST DEVELOPMENTS   

Political 
 

VP Nuri al-Maliki rejects US as a key ‘player’ in Mosul and praises Russian actions in Syria 

In a media interview on July 22, Iraqi Vice President, Nouri Al-Maliki stated that the victory over IS in Mosul was 

an achievement of the Iraqi army and the PMU, not of the US.  While Maliki acknowledged that ‘US aviation’ 

assisted the Iraqi forces, he rejected that it had been a key element in the victory.  Maliki also pointed out that 

the victory in Mosul did not mean that IS were defeated.  Besides Tal Afar, Anbar and Hawijah, Maliki also said 

that IS ‘sleeper cells’ were active in Iraq’s cities, including Baghdad.  

 

Ammar al-Hakim announces split with ISCI and formation of a new political party 

On July 24, Ammar al-Hakim announced his resignation from the leadership of Iraq's largest Shiite party, Islamic 

Supreme Council of Iraq (ISCI), and simultaneously declared the establishment of a new party under his 

leadership.  Hakim named the new party as the ‘National Wisdom Movement’.  Hakim is also head of the 

National Iraq Alliance (NIA) in the Iraqi parliament, which is collective bloc consisting of the main Shia political 

parties, including ISCI and the State of Law (SOL) coalition. In a statement, Hakim said that Iraqis are in need of 

a new unified political movement and that Iraq’s assets have to be equally shared.  He also thanked the Islamic 

Republic of Iran and its people, for their great stance in supporting Iraq, as well as the supreme authority, Grand 

Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani, and other political forces.     
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Security 
 

PM Abadi meets PMU leaders to discuss Tal Afar offensive 

Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi met with leaders of the Popular Mobilisation Units (PMU) on July 22 to discuss 

the offensive to recapture Tal Afar from IS according to several Iraqi media reports.  Beirut-based Al-Sumaria TV 

website quoted Abadi as saying that the Hashd al-Shaabi [PMU] will remain and that they are an important and 

integral part of the Iraqi security apparatuses.  Separate Turkish media coverage reported that Turkish 

presidential spokesman Ibrahim Kalin stated that Turkey ‘totally rejects’ the participation of the PMU in the 

offensive to retake Tal Afar in northern Nineveh province.   

 

Sadrist committee calls for protests to show ‘solidarity’ with Palestinians 

On July 26, Baghdad Today news reported that that central committee supervising popular protests for the 

Sadrist bloc called for the staging a peaceful demonstration on Friday, July 28 in order to show solidarity with 

‘the Palestinian people’ over the recent clashes with Israeli security forces around the Al Aqsa Mosque in 

Jerusalem.  A small scale demonstration subsequently took place on July 28 in Tahrir Square in the Bab al 

Sharqi area of Rusafa, the event passed without incident.  

 

PM Abadi statement on the PMU’s future and care for wounded and families  

On 23 July, Al-Iraqiyah TV reported that Prime Minister Haidar al-Abadi said that there is consensus by the 

Higher Religious Authority and all political groups that the military establishment, including the Popular 

Mobilization Units (PMU) should not be involved in political events ahead of the forthcoming elections. The report 

also stated that during a recent meeting with PMU commanders, Abadi had re-iterated that the PMU will continue 

to back Iraq’s security and military units in the ongoing fight against terrorism and that the PMU will also receive 

the same care and support for the injured and the families of those killed, as is given to the regular security 

forces. Abadi also stressed that the PMU is an important part of the security apparatus which works under the 

umbrella of the government and the Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces. 

 

Russia says Syrian troops have taken control of Syria/Iraq border areas 

In a statement on July 24, Lt-Gen Sergei Rudskoi, head of the Main Operations Directorate of the Russian 

army's General Staff, stated that pro-Syrian government forces have significantly reduced IS’ potential to send 

militants into Syria by taking control of a 150-km-long section of the country's border with Iraq.  He also stated 

that Syrian government forces had also established control over sections of the border with Jordan.  Rudskoi 

stated that four border checkpoints and 22 border posts have been established along the Syria/Iraq border area, 

which in turn would significantly reduce IS’ ability to ‘flex’ forces between Syria and Iraq and vice-versa.  Rudskoi 

also added that pro-Syrian government forces have also taken control of the Syrian-Jordanian border in the 

provinces of Al-Suwayda and Damascus.   

 

IS threatens anti-IS Sunni ‘collaborators’ in western Iraq 

Islamic State has issued a video apparently aimed at deterring Sunni Muslims from collaborating with 

government forces in western Iraq.  The video portrayed Sunni forces working against IS in Anbar as doing the 

dirty work of Shia Muslims and ‘Crusaders’ for payment in US dollars.  It claimed IS had dismantled networks of 

enemy agents operating in western Iraq and presented numerous captives who ‘confessed’ to being informants 

working as part of sleeper-cells operating in the area.  The video also featured several scenes of brutal killings of 

the captives. IS released the production, titled ‘Punishment of Those Who Were Warned’ in the name of its so-

called al-Furat Province, which straddles Iraq and Syria, on July 25. IS posted the video via the messaging app 

Telegram.  

 

Coalition announces death of several more IS leaders 

Coalition airstrikes have killed several senior Islamic State of Iraq and Syria propagandists and facilitators in Iraq 

and Syria, Combined Joint Task Force Operation Inherent Resolve (CJTF-OIR) officials announced on July 27.  

These latest deaths follow on the back of the June announcement that four other key IS leaders were killed in 
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Iraq and Syria over the period March – May 2017.  The CJTF-OIR statement said that the deaths of these 

terrorists eliminates senior leaders and facilitators with extensive experience and training and further degrades 

the ability of IS to plan and conduct attacks on civilian targets in Iraq and Syria. 

 

Iraqi officers allegedly involved in smuggling IS leaders out of Mosul 

Iraq media reports have claimed that nine senior officers of the Iraqi army and federal police, and at least 30 

soldiers are under investigation for their alleged involvement in smuggling IS leaders out of Mosul in return for 

payment.  According to the unconfirmed report the individuals implicated have been suspended and Prime 

Minister Abadi has ordered an investigation into the allegations.  The report cites a ‘senior Iraqi military official’ in 

Baghdad who it claims revealed the extent of the deals between the ‘Iraqi officers’ and IS militants, during and 

before the battle to liberate Mosul. He also noted that some ‘local officials’ were also involved.   
 

Security officials say up to 7,000 IS affiliates still remain in Iraq 

According to a July 28 Associated Press (AP) report, high-ranking Iraqi security officials say up to 7,000 Islamic 

State group affiliates remain in Iraq after the fall of Mosul.  The intelligence and defence officials stated that there 

are an estimated 4,000 militants and 3,000 supporters. The officials spoke to the AP on condition of anonymity 

because they are not authorized to speak to the media.  They also stated that in Syria, there are up to another 

7,000 IS militants and 5,000 supporters. 

Foreign Affairs 
 

Iraqi defence minister in Tehran to boost military cooperation 

Iraqi Minister of Defence Erfan al-Hayali arrived in Tehran on 22 July for an official visit, heading a military 

delegation, according to Iraqi media reports. The visit comes at the invitation of his Iranian counterpart Hoseyn 

Dehqan.  According to the report, the visit will include the signing of a military cooperation agreement between 

the two countries. Dehqan has previously voiced Iran's readiness to support Iraq in increasing its military power.   

 

FM Jaafari offers reward for information on Indian nationals abducted by IS in 2014 

Iraqi Foreign Minister Ibrahim al-Jaafari begins an official four day visit to Indian on July 24.  During the visit al-

Jaafari discussed bilateral relations with India and explored ways to enhance cooperation in areas of energy and 

trade and mutual interest.  Discussions with the Indian External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj also covered the 

issue of 39 Indian nationals kidnapped by IS in Mosul city in 2014. On July 25 Indian media reported that al-

Jaafari Iraq had offered financial rewards for information regarding the whereabouts of the 39 Indian citizens.  

According to the reports, Jaafari made the statement following his meeting with Swaraj. Jaafari was also quoted 

as saying that the Iraqi government was following information gained through ‘intelligence sources’ and that he 

considered that the Indians were still alive.   

 

IRGC commander praises PMU in Mosul victory while marginalising the US role  

The Islamic Republic of Iran and its Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) are running a propaganda 

campaign to appropriate victory in Mosul and the broader war against the IS as their own, and omit US military 

support in the campaign.  Addressing the IRGC training and officer university on July 22, al-Qods Force 

Commander Qassem Soleimani stated that the US and Israel created Islamic State and instigated the Iraq and 

Syrian conflict in order to ‘bring Iran to its knees’ and further US interests in the region.  Soleimani however 

stated that with the support of the IRGC, the intervention of Iraq’s Shia religious authorities and the formation of 

the Hashd al-Shabi (Popular Mobilization Units (PMU)) US plans had been de-railed.   

 

Russian FM pledges continued support for Iraq during VP Maliki’s Moscow visit   

Following a meeting with VP Nuri al-Maliki in Moscow on July 24, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov stated 

at their subsequent news conference that Russia and Iraq will build up their cooperation and partnership on 

military and economic issues in an effort to expand historic partnerships between the two countries.  Lavrov 

identified counterterrorism efforts as the top priority for the relationship, but also said that the Russian Federation 
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is supporting the Iraqi government's efforts to rebuild the economy and improve the security forces combat 

capability, Lavrov added that Russian companies are working with their Iraqi partners and developing military-

technical cooperation, to support Iraq in its fight against the extremists.  For his part, Maliki stated that close 

cooperation with Russia was of mutual benefit and would offset ‘foreign political entities’ from having too much 

influence over Iraq.   

 

President Putin and Iraqi vice-president discuss Middle East situation and bilateral ties 

Russian President Vladimir Putin and Iraqi Vice-President Nuri al-Maliki met in St Petersburg on July 25 to 

discuss bilateral cooperation and the situation in the Middle East, Russian news channel Rossiya 24 reported.  

Putin stated that the situation in the Middle East regions and in Iraq remains complicated, but that Russia is 

active in helping Iraq and the wider region.  Putin added that this help not only comes in the form of military 

support to the legitimate governments in the region, but also economic support and cooperation through bilateral 

relations 

 

Germany to increase aid for Mosul by $117 million  

Germany has announced an additional $117 million (100 million Euros) in aid to help rebuild the city of Mosul 

following its liberation from IS; much of the city is in ruins after months of fighting between government forces 

and IS for control of the city.  The German government has stated that it will massively step up its financial aid to 

Mosul after its liberation from the IS, who held the city for three years.  German Development Minister, Gerd 

Mueller, announced the additional funding in an interview on July 25, which also reported that Germany had up 

to now invested some $60 million in stabilizing areas around Mosul and its outlying areas. 

Economy 
 

UNDP head comments on scale of reconstruction programme for West Mosul  

The Los Angeles Times published an article on July 26 covering the level of devastation in western Mosul.  The 

report cited Lise Grande, the United Nations Development Program’s resident representative for Iraq who stated 

that while East Mosul, which was recaptured in January, is on the mend; the situation in the recently liberated 

west of the city is stark by contrast. Grande stated that of west Mosul’s 54 residential districts, the UN 

characterizes 15 as ‘heavily damaged’ meaning the majority of the buildings are uninhabitable. About 32,000 

houses have been destroyed in those areas. Additionally, 23 districts are ‘moderately damaged’ meaning 

possibly up to half of the buildings have been destroyed or are structurally unsound, and 16 districts are ‘lightly 

damaged’ Grande said. About 16,000 homes have been destroyed in these areas. The UN has also estimated 

that repairing west Mosul’s basic infrastructure of water, sewage and electricity systems will cost more than $1 

billion, even before reconstruction begins.  

 

Iran says gas exports to Iraq set to increase 

Iran's deputy oil minister has said gas exports to Iraq has reached 7-8m cubic metres per day and will increase 

as demand is growing, the official Islamic Republic News Agency (IRNA) reported on July 28. Hamid Reza Araqi, 

who is also the head of the National Iranian Gas Company, said Iraq has suggested an increase in gas imports 

from Iran. An increase in gas production, as well as boosting the country's capacities, will allow a rise in gas 

exports.  According to IRNA, Iran started exporting gas to Iraq on June 21 after a long pause. The report cited 

security problems in Iraq as a result of armed insurgencies, had prevented gas exports before then. The two 

countries have signed two contracts based on which Tehran is delivering gas to Baghdad and the Iraqi city of 

Basra in the south. IRNA also pointed out that Iraq continues to face severe electricity shortages and its power 

plants are in need of Iran's gas.  IRNA forecasts gas exports to Iraq will increase to 35m cu.m p/d in the future. 
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT  

Countrywide Military/Security Situation  
 
Northern Provinces (Kirkuk/Salah al-Din/Diyala) 

 

 

 
Reporting from Mosul in this period been characterised by continuing ISF sweeps for the remaining IS elements 

seeking escape or shelter amidst the civilian population, as well as those actively involved in planning, facilitating 

or conducting asymmetric attacks. Asymmetric attacks have been more common in the west, while apparent 

targeted killings and purely criminal acts have been more common in the east. Several apparent targeting killings 

or shooting attacks have been reported. A local headman was killed and his son injured in a SAF attack in east 

Jazzair neighbourhood, east Mosul. Also in the east, the bodies of three handcuffed militants with close-quarter 

gunshot wounds were found near al-Khawser bridge. A similar incident was also reported near al-Muthanna 

Bridge. In related reporting concerning IS abuses, a mass grave containing the remains of 60 people, mostly ISF 

members, was found in Old Mosul's al-Maydan area on July 25. Civil defence also reported the removal of 97 

bodies from the rubble of homes in Old Mosul.  

 

Activity in Kirkuk has remained steady. IS-held Hawijah in the south west has again seen multiple reports of Iraq 

or coalition airstrikes causing attritional casualties. Notably, one strike is reported to have destroyed the 

remaining bridge over the Zab river, west of Hawijah, disrupting IS movements of militants from Nineveh to 

Hawijah and beyond. Beyond Hawijah, IS has conducted raids into villages west and south of Kirkuk, murdering 

villagers and taking hostages. A double IED strike on a security force patrol west of Kirkuk and a fatal 
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sharpshooter attack in Daquq to the south, both more in-keeping with long-standing trends, also indicate 

continuing intent and capability to contest ISF throughout the province. 

 

Salah ad-Din has seen continuing IS attacks against PMU positions around Baiji and in the Alas and Ajleel 

oilfields in the east of the province, and a similar attack on security force base in Tuz Khurmatu. Later in the 

reporting period, ISF reported several arrests in the south were linked with the movement of militants out of 

Mosul.  

 

Diyala has seen typical patterns of activity, with several fatal shootings and IED attacks in central areas such as 

Muqdadiya and east and north of Hamrin Lake. One incident of note saw PMU reportedly prevent a suicide 

attack onto a gathering of approximately youths in Muqdadiyah on July 28. Reporting from near Mutabijah, an 

abandoned village, 60km north of provincial capital Baqubah, on the border with Salah ad-Din, states that two 

insurgent commanders were killed in an IED detonation and an airstrike.  
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Anbar Province 

 

 

IS have conducted several successful high-profile attacks against security force and civilian targets around the 

province, though they have not successfully penetrated the major urban centres of Ramadi and Fallujah. The 

closest attackers came to this was on July 24 on the outskirts of Fallujah; two ISF members were reportedly 

killed in a VBIED attack at the western entrance to the city. An official spokesman stated that Anbar police 

stopped a Kia ‘Bongo’ vehicle and arrested its driver, with the vehicle exploding as ISF officers inspected it.  

On July 27, 23km south of Fallujah, one ISF member was killed, and a senior officer (Colonel) injured in complex 

attack on Ameriyat al-Fallujah police station. Two suicide attackers wielding firearms and hand grenades in 

addition to their explosive vests attacked the station; ISF managed to kill one of the attackers before the other 

detonated his suicide device. Reporting on July 28 stated that ISF and local militia forces had instigated a 

cordon-and-search operation in the town. ISF also reported the disarming or controlled detonation of two VBIED 

in Kilo 35 and Kilo 60, west of the provincial capital Ramadi.  

Low-level attacks, have also been reported in Ramadi and Fallujah, though tribal and criminal motivations are 

possibilities along with insurgent activity. West of Fallujah, unidentified gunmen reportedly opened fire on the 

private residence of a tribal elder named Rabih al-Alwani following a grenade attack in Nassaf; no casualties 

were reported. Strikes have continued against IS in the Euphrates River Valley (ERV); two missiles from Al-

Assad air base targeted IS gatherings in Anah, approximately 160km north west of Ramadi. Dozens of militants 

were reportedly killed and five IS-held buildings and two supply caches destroyed by Iraqi airstrikes in Rawah, 

Anah and Qaim. In a possible act of retaliation, four mortar shells launched by IS impacted near security posts of 

the defensive line in Sagra, west of Haditha, without causing casualties.  
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Capital Region (Baghdad City) 

 

 

 

Reporting on July 27 stated that a VBIED was found and cleared near the al-Nahda garage, a transport hub in 

Rusafa, adjacent to several car dealerships. Around the city, low-level asymmetric activity has again been 

relatively subdued, though there has been increasing reporting of violent crime, mostly shooting attacks and 

kidnappings. This is possibly a reflection of the local media resources released by the current pause in the 

Nineveh operations. However, reporting does seem to continue to reflect an up-tick in targeted killings of civil 

servants and security force members, likely indicating insurgent motivation. Official commentary on local media 

reports has also noted two apparent incidents of politically motivated violence.  

 

Also in the city, Christian militia ‘Babylon Brigade’ held a commemoration parade for 14 members killed in the 

recent operations to recapture Imam Gharbi, south of Mosul. Sadrists held a protest in Tahrir Square on Friday 

to demonstrate solidarity with the Palestinians over the matter of access to Jerusalem’s al-Aqsa mosque. 

However, attendance was reported to number only in the dozens, indicating that Israeli concessions took most of 

the impetus from organisers.  

 

In reporting related to ongoing insurgent attack planning, a vehicle carrying an unspecified quantity of explosives 

was seized and the driver arrested in Karkh, central Baghdad. Press reporting indicates that they were in transit 

rather than prepared as part of a VBIED. Information obtained following the arrest reportedly led to the discovery 

of a weapons cache at an unspecified location in the North of the province.  
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Central Region (Baghdad Belts) 

 

 

 

Insurgent and ISF activity continue as normal in the belts, particularly in the north and west, with continued 

reports of IED and shooting attacks on ISF patrols and locations, as well as ongoing ISF efforts to disrupt such 

activity. Unusually in this period, such efforts have included an ISF drone strike in Tarmiyah on 28 July, such 

activity is unusual but not unprecedented, with similar actions reported two weeks ago. Past airstrikes have also 

been in the northern Tarmiyah district. However, two such strikes in a month are highly unusual, and this may 

serve as a further indication of heightened IS presence in the north. 

 

A child from Tal Afar was also freed by ISF in nearby Mushada; reporting has speculated that he was to be 

groomed as a suicide bomber by his female captor. 
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Southern Provinces 

 

 

 

One high-profile attack was reported in the south in this period. On July 26, an SVBIED reportedly detonated in 

Babel against a PMU security checkpoint on the main road linking Anbar province with Jurf al-Nasr district; one 

PMU member was reportedly injured. Also of note, threat reporting, judged to be credible, currently indicates an 

elevated intent to kidnap western oil workers in southern Iraq. Protests have been reported in provincial capitals 

and other urban centres over various matters, but chiefly those of continuing power outages and corruption in 

public life.  

 

PMU in conjunction with other ISF elements are to be deployed to the Saudi border to provide security. In related 

reporting, a senior PMU official has announced the completion of a 100km defensive trench (of 4 metre width 

and 3 metre depth) separating Najaf province from the western desert of Iraq. Seven suspected members of an 

IS sleeper cell disguised as IDPs were reportedly arrested in Um Shuwaich area, near al-Hout prison, west of 

Nasiriyah in Dhi Qar province. 

 

Three incidents in the south this week highlight the hazard posed by UXO/ERW in regions previously occupied 

by IS or in the border areas with Iran. Three brothers were killed in a mine strike in Bussaiya sub-district, south of 

Muthanna’s capital of Samawah. A landmine injured a young shepherd in Nahr Jassim area east of Basra. Babel 

province saw two members of the civil defence forces injured by a legacy IED in Jurf al-Sakhar, north of Hillah.  

One person was killed and six wounded in tribal fighting in the east of Karbala province. Seven people were also 

injured in tribal clashes in Abu Gharaq, north of Babel’s capital, Hillah. In similar reporting, Maysan ISF 

announced the arrests of four members of a drugs gang following a two-hour gun battle during a raid in al-

Majarr-al-Kabir district south of Amarrah.  
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ACRONYM LIST  
 
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest  
AKA - Also Known As 
AO - Area of Operations 
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier 
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED 
AQ - Al-Qaeda 
AT - Anti-Tank 
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon 
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED 
BBIED - Body Borne IED 
Bde - Brigade 
Bn - Battalion 
BXP - Border Crossing Point 
CET - Convoy Escort Team 
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens 
CoP  - Chief of Police 
CP - Check Point 
C-PERS - Captured Personnel  
CPX - Complex Attack (an attack using multiple weapon 
systems) 
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack 
DBS - Drive by Shooting 
Div - Division  
DoD - Department of Defense 
DoS - Department of State 
DoS - US Department of State 
ECP - Entry Control Point 
ECP - Entry Control Point (IZ, BIAP) 
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile 
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad) 
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War 
FoM - Freedom of Movement 
GoI - Government of Iraq 
HCN - Host Country National 
HG - Hand Grenade 
HME - Home Made Explosive 
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun 
HVT - High Value Target 
IC - International Community 
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars) 
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons 
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission  
IED - Improvised Explosive Device 
IM - International Military 
IOC - International Oil Company 
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar 
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher  
IS - Islamic State  
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point   
IVO - In Vicinity Of 
IZ - International Zone 
KIA - Killed in Action 
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian 
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED) 
MIA - Missing in Action 
MoD - Ministry of Defense 
MoF - Ministry of Finance 
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education 
MoI - Ministry of Interior 
MoJ - Ministry of Justice 
 

 
MoO - Ministry of Oil 
MoT - Ministry of Transportation 
MSR - Main Supply Route 
NFDK - No Further Details Known 
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity) 
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report 
OCG - Organized Crime Group 
OPF - Oil Protection Force 
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger 
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN 
Term) 
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF) 
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF) 
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire 
PSC - Private Security Company 
PSD - Private Security Detail 
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED 
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade 
RTA - Road Traffic Accident 
SAF - Small Arms Fire 
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE 
SF - Special Forces 
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED 
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest 
TCN - Third Country National 
TCP - Traffic Control Point 
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck 
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices 
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED 
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance 
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED 
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint 
WIA - Wounded in Action 
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES 
 
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk 
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports 
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel 
and our clients in their decision-making.  
 
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and 
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of 
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients 
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while 
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.  
 
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily, 
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.  
 
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for, 
manage, and respond to risks.  
 
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to 
individual client requirements, please contact us: informationops@garda.com or contact our regional 
representative iraq.ram@garda.com (Mobile: +964 7823 783 972) 
 
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:  
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com 
 
 

GARDAWORLD  
 

A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management 
 
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security 
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.  
 
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security 
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close 
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions. 
 
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives, 
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure 
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their 
business.  
 
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you 
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com  
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